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Preparing security professionals and business
leaders for the most significant cyber threats in
the coming year.

FOREWORD									 		

Welcome to Stroz Friedberg’s Cybersecurity Predictions report.
Last year, we shared a graphical commentary detailing our top six predictions for 2016.
This year, with cybersecurity firmly entrenched as one of the most consequential issues
impacting international security, politics, economic stability, and transactional crime, an
understanding of existing and emerging cyber risks is more relevant than ever. This report
draws on our experience in the field to help prepare security professionals and business
leaders for the most significant cyber threats in the coming year.
Reflecting back, most of our 2016 predictions – from cyber threats influencing the U.S.
presidential election to Internet of Things (IoT) incidents shifting dialogue to security –
for better or worse, were fulfilled.
We witnessed the power of hackers to wage an
information war and influence public opinion,
when individuals allegedly associated with the
Russian government penetrated the servers of
the Democratic National Committee. Industry was
awakened to the perils of unsecured IoT devices,
following major attacks such as the October 2016
assault on Dyn1. Malicious and careless insiders also
inflicted significant damage to organizations. In
August 2016, UK-based accounting software firm
Sage discovered that payroll details, including bank
account and salary information, of more than 200
customer companies were leaked through the actions
of an employee2. The FBI continues to investigate this
year’s SWIFT hack on the Bangladesh Central Bank
in which suspects, believed to have been aided by a
bank employee, stole $81 million3.
While our prediction that cyber insurance prices
would increase has yet to be statistically proven, 2016
witnessed a significant uptick in demand for cyber
insurance, particularly in the wake of high-profile
cases. Aon recently reported that, with approximately
USD 1.7 billion in premium, annual growth for cyber
insurance coverage and product is running at 30 to
50 percent4.
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Our 2016 prediction of a boardroom shuffle resulting
in the appointment of cyber directors and dedicated
risk committees did not materialize at the level we
anticipated, and hoped. Nevertheless, the year did see
regulators taking steps toward making cyber skills a
requirement on the boards of public companies, and
incentivizing boards to take more responsibility for
directly overseeing cybersecurity. Discussion around
the Cybersecurity Disclosure Act5, introduced in
December 2015, is ongoing and in December 2016
New York State issued a set of revised cybersecurity
regulations for financial services companies6. The
first set of standards of its kind in the United States,
the proposed regulations mandate the creation of
a new job function, require financial institutions
to designate a Chief Information Security Officer
(CISO), who will have principle reporting and
oversight responsibilities for the company’s
cybersecurity program.

2016 SCORECARD

PREDICTION

SCORE

RESULTS

TRUE

Global cyber threats took center stage during the 2016 U.S. election.
Hackers associated with the Russian government penetrated the
servers of the Democratic National Committee, exposing emails
which influenced public opinion and even led to the resignation of
the DNC chair.

TRUE

New attacks on a bigger scale involving IoT ignited a conversation
around the security connected consumer devices. Cyber criminals
harnessed IoT devices to launch major DDoS attacks, bringing down
websites including Netflix, Spotify, Reddit, Amazon and others.

TRUE

Careless and malicious insiders caused significant damage in
multiple high-profile incidents. U.S. investigators announced that
they suspected a bank employee had assisted attackers in the
Bangladesh Bank SWIFT heist.

TRUE

Businesses started segregating cloud services and data centers
geographically. The agreement to implement the EU-U.S. Privacy
Shield was agreed upon as a replacement for the EU-U.S. Safe Harbor
rules. Uncertainty and political disputes continue around international
data flows.

MIXED

A growing number of public companies are seeking cyber-savvy
board members, but this is still far from a majority. Regulators
moved to make boards take more responsibility and oversight for
cybersecurity, introducing new proposals like those from the New York
Department of Financial Services.

MIXED

Demand for cyber insurance has skyrocketed, with Aon reporting
annual growth for cyber insurance coverage and product running at
30 to 50 percent. This demand is largely seen to be pushing up prices,
but this has yet to be proven in figures.

Cyber threats influence
the 2016 U.S. election

IoT incidents shift
the dialogue from
functionality to
security
Insider threat looms
large

Data processing and
storage goes local

Boardroom shuffle

Cyber insurance
premiums skyrocket,
regulators impose
carrier ‘stress tests’
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2017: The impending cyber
landscape
We believe that the year 2017
will bring the intensification
of longstanding trends that
cybersecurity professionals today
are vigilantly monitoring, while
several new or enhanced challenges
will present themselves in force.
Further, threats already broadly
recognized, such as the security
risk inherently a part of IoT, social
engineering as a criminal tactic of
choice, and the ability of hackers
to attack data and interrupt
or compromise information
sources, will intensify this year as
exploit techniques become more
cunning. This will in turn require
companies to respond, in that the
materialization of regulations and
policy, the pressure to recruit and
build best-in-class red teaming
capabilities, and the necessity
to accept that cybersecurity risk
management is a critical part
of doing business will influence
companies across industries. And
all the while we are of the view
that, both globally and politically,
nation state cyber espionage and
information wars will continue to
greatly influence elections and even
policymaking, with Russia, China,
Iran, and North Korea being regions
of great concern.
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Looking at the predictions in totality, our theme for
2017 is the blurring of lines between the actions and
responsibilities of the state, markets, businesses, and
civil society. In terms of risk, this looks like nation states
adopting the ‘whistleblowing’ tactics of hacktivists, and
criminals with relatively small resources being able to
commit huge scale nation state-style attacks on banking
systems or even critical infrastructure.
We believe this nexus will be accompanied by strong
movements in cybersecurity policy and regulation. In
some countries, this regulatory push will focus on increasing
national security, in others, governments may use it to
increase protectionism. As governments firm up their
online regulatory regimes, we might see some positive
effects, such as increased security innovation and public
awareness. Mostly, however, we think that businesses will be
burdened by the need to interpret what a fragmented global
regulatory landscape means for their operations. Companies
active in the United States will have to watch carefully
as the newly-elected U.S. government and the pending
administration define their position on the issue.
W E T R U S T YO U W I L L F I N D T H I S Y E A R ’ S
PREDICTIONS INSIGHTFUL AND USE THIS
T H I N K I N G A S A L AU N C H I N G PA D TO A S S E S S
YO U R V U L N E R A B I L I T I E S , A N D TA K E AC T I O N TO
M I T I G AT E C Y B E R T H R E AT S A N D C H A R T A
C O U R S E F O R WA R D .

PREDICTIONS
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1.
Criminals harness IoT devices as botnets to attack infrastructure.
In 2017 we will see IoT devices compromised, harnessed as botnets, and used as launching
points for malware propagation, SPAM, DDoS attacks, and anonymizing malicious activities.
As we predicted in last year’s report, 2016 was the
year criminal activity exposed the vulnerability of IoT
devices. The massive 2016 Distributed Denial of Service
(DDoS) attack on internet infrastructure provider Dyn,
caused by criminals infecting an army of unsecured IoT
devices, including internet-connected DVRs, webcams,
and cameras with malware, resulted in disruptions for
access to major consumer websites including Twitter,
Spotify, Amazon, and Netflix. The assault on Dyn7
came shortly after the largest DDoS attack on record,
launched from an IoT-enabled botnet of hacked devices,
attempted to knock the security blog KrebsOnSecurity.
com offline8.

extorting more money and disrupting both business
and consumer activity through connected devices. In
2017, more U.S. employees will show up to work only
to find their access to data blocked; patient files will be
sealed in demand for payment, as in the 2016 Hollywood
Presbyterian Medical Center attack12; and we predict
an internet-connected hospital technology, such as an
HVAC system, will likely be held hostage in demand for
bitcoin payment. At the consumer level, a Nest system
may demand part of a bitcoin for the homeowner to
control the heat again and hobbyist drones will be found
to be susceptible to remote control take-over, or used to
conduct reconnaissance for a physical break-in.

This trend will intensify in 2017. Gartner predicts there
will be nearly 26 billion internet-connect devices by
20209, and the smart home market alone is expected
to reach $121.73 billion by 202210. Verizon reported
that IoT revenues were $217 million in Q3 of 2016, up
24 percent from the comparable period last year. With
such a huge market opportunity and no baseline security
regulations or standards in place for manufacturers, the
number of everyday objects that present serious security
risks will increase materially in 2017. At the same time,
the number of DDoS attacks will grow— we’ve already
witnessed rapid growth in 2016 with DDoS attacks
increasing 71 percent in Q3 201611.

Despite calls from the security community for
government regulation and set security standards to
address the unprecedented risks posed by IoT devices,
nothing significant has been issued. To the chagrin of
security practitioners and the delight of manufacturers,
consumers have yet to realize that their seemingly
innocuous devices could be a national security risk.
There continues to be little financial incentive for
conducting standard security assessments or integrating
firewalls into IoT devices and manufacturers focused
on getting products to market efficiently and profitably
won’t proactively drive improvements to security
standards, or take the lead in integrating security
into design. Many prominent consumer technology
associations view consumer-led best practices, rather
than government intervention, as the way forward.

Beyond DDoS attacks, this year we will also see a
rise in ransomware attacks against the IoT, aimed at

“Held hostage by your favorite device. In 2017,
your Nest thermostat may demand a bitcoin to
allow you to control the heat again.”
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PREDICTION #1

BOTTOM LINE:
While the conversation around IoT devices is beginning to switch from functionality to
security, words have yet to be translated into actions. As long as this rapidly growing
body of devices are unsecured, expect to see criminals exploiting them as an empowering
platform from which to launch major attacks and they will often be directed at third parties.
The fact that the IoT can be weaponized to attack third parties like Dyn and Krebs will lead
to increased pressure for more responsible care over digital assets. As consumers wise up
to these risks, their buying power could be a powerful voice in forcing manufacturers and
government take the threat seriously.
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2.
Nation state cyber espionage and information war influences global
politics and policy.
Cyber espionage will continue to influence global politics and will spread to the
upcoming elections in Latin America and Europe. Russia, China, Iran, and North Korea
will be regions of great concern in 2017, as they continue to develop deep pools of cybercrime talent. However, shifting internal politics and emerging U.S. foreign policy has the
potential to influence this prediction.

The 2016 U.S. election season was rocked by nation state-backed cyber attacks designed to obtain and release
embarrassing information on political figures and party organizations, spreading suspicion and uncertainty
among the public13. Politicians and political party leaders were stung by leaked email revelations and forced
to respond to the fact they could no longer conduct negotiations and politics in the shadows. In response, in
December 2016 U.S. President Barack Obama levied sanctions against nine entities and individuals over their alleged
interference in the election. The administration also ordered 35 Russian diplomats to leave the country and two
Russian compounds are being closed14.
2017 will bring about more attacks from countries seeking to access and exploit sensitive information to realize their
national interests, whether to wage an information war or conduct other destabilizing attacks such as disrupting
networks or utility grids. Cyber espionage and nation-state cyber warfare will escalate this year until it reaches a
point that could be the cyber equivalent of the Cuban Missile Crisis.
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PREDICTION #2

With the decline in Chinese cyber espionage
attacks on the United States, China will shift its
efforts toward other countries, potentially Japan
and South Korea. South Korea, a world leader in
Internet connectivity, with the world’s fastest Internet
connection speed and highest Internet penetration
per capita (over 85 percent, while smart phone
penetration rate is 80 percent), is a prime target15. It is
also vulnerable – the country has already fallen victim
to hacking of its financial institutions, stolen Korean
Identification Numbers (KID), and malicious software
disrupting government, public, and private networks
and critical infrastructure.
Russia, China, Iran, North Korea, and other countries
with deep cyber-crime talent pools will continue
to be the greatest concern in 2017. Both China and
North Korea organize training institutes for cyber
hackers and cyber attack forces at the national level
and possess highly advanced technology to launch
cyber-attacks. These countries have developed
information theft and other disruption activities
that are used daily, penetrating the networks of
government agencies and industries in Japan and
the United States16. Russia’s Ministry of Defense is

establishing its own cyber command, which according
to senior Russian military officials will be responsible
for conducting offensive cyber activities, including
propaganda operations and inserting malware into
enemy command and control systems. Russia’s armed
forces are also establishing a specialized branch for
computer network operations17.

W I T H T H E U K A N D OT H E R C O U N T R I E S
CL ASSIF YING CYBER AS A TIER ONE
T H R E AT – T H E S A M E L E V E L A S T E R R O R I S M ,
O R I N T E R N AT I O N A L M I L I TA RY C O N F L I C T
- W E W I L L A L S O S E E N AT I O N S TA K I N G
S T R O N G E R , D I S C I P L I N E D R E TA L I ATO RY
AC T I O N S TO C Y B E R E S P I O N AG E .

“We will bear witness to an unprecedented
and orchestrated cyber-espionage attack
conducted by one nation on another.”

BOTTOM LINE:
In 2017, nation states will use cyber attacks to influence elections and policymaking in
countries that do not share their political agendas. We will see a challenge to the status
quo that taking down infrastructure on a huge scale requires the resources of one of these
nation states. Expect highly skilled criminal groups that previously targeted the critical
infrastructure of major regulated industries to move on to non-top tier targets with weaker
defenses but equally valuable data, such as credit unions, less mature financial institutions,
healthcare institutions, and manufacturing supply chains.
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3.
Data integrity attacks rise.
Data sabotage as the next big threat will become a reality in 2017. Criminals will seek
to sow confusion and doubt over the accuracy and reliability of information, impairing
decision-making across the private and public sector. Expect to see continued examples of
governments or individuals reacting to altered or fake news articles as if they were true.
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PREDICTION #3

“Criminals will successfully manipulate
information, such as company earnings,
news announcements, or the operational
control of a system such as energy grids.”

High profile attacks to date have already involved
deleting data, editing news headlines, and disrupting
access to information. In November 2016, a group
calling itself OurMine hacked Business Insider’s
website, posting and editing stories on the U.S. version
of the website18. The U.S. election season was mired by
the flood of “fake news” that independent researchers
contend garnered support from a sophisticated
Russian propaganda campaign that created and
spread misleading articles online using botnets.
In addition, data sabotage resulted in the December
2016 “PizzaGate” conspiracy19. This fake news story
incited a man to open-fire in a pizza restaurant in
Washington, D.C., claiming he was investigating a theory
about Hillary Clinton running a child sex ring out of the
establishment. Fortunately, nobody was injured. These
incidences are just a foreshadowing of things to come.
We are witnessing what James Clapper presented during
his 2016 Congressional testimony as the “next push on
the envelope.”

I N 2 0 17, I T W I L L B E E V E N H A R D E R F O R
I N D I V I D UA L S TO T R U S T I N F O R M AT I O N A N D
DATA , A N D TO P R OT EC T I T F R O M B E I N G
A LT E R E D .
Beyond news headlines, data integrity attacks will
have even bigger ramifications. Account executives
might alter employee time sheet information before
entering to the HR payroll application; altering of
credit scores or bank account numbers will become
more common, and is a natural evolution from simple
data breaches; a corporate competitor who wants a
competitive advantage might tamper with financial
account databases to distort reality, immediately prior
to a merger or closing of a significant contract.

BOTTOM LINE:
In 2017, organizations will prioritize protecting themselves against data integrity and
sabotage after an incident in which criminals successfully manipulate information, such as
company earnings, news announcements, voter information, or the operational controls of a
system such as energy grids.
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4.
Spear-phishing and social engineering tactics become more crafty,
more targeted and more advanced.
As organizations continue to migrate to and embrace evolving technologies, including
the cloud and IoT, and in parallel shore up perimeter defenses to raise the bar on network
security, criminals will increase their focus on the human element as an entry point to pivot
into broader network systems. In 2017, advanced social engineering tactics will become
more targeted, cunning, and more effective, exploiting the weakest link – employees – that
organizations always find challenging to safeguard.

Defenses are improving around protecting
infrastructure and new technologies that organizations
are increasingly adopting, such as cloud services.
Providers like Amazon, Microsoft, and Google continue
to bolster security to help protect companies that
migrate their critical data to the cloud. As a result, in
2017 attackers will continue to increase their focus on
targeting the human element, especially at the executive
level of organizations. We will see an increase in spearphishing attacks directed at insiders, third-party service
providers, and business partners, aimed at gaining
wider and faster access to data, such as information
on a company’s R&D, M&A activity, strategy, employee
data, customers, and finance or other critical assets.
The individual, device, and the interface in between
the user and the cloud will become the primary targets
for criminals hoping to obtain credentials. Therefore,
employees will continue to be the Achilles heel of any
security program and the critical line of defense against
such attacks.
Criminals will broaden the range of social engineering
and phishing tactics they employ, including spearphishing attacks, to increase their chances of success.
We will see cases of phishing tactics that will continue
to be more authentic in appearance, with embedded
malware that once clicked will infect or spread through
an organization’s system. We will also see an uptick in
phishing scams targeting mobile devices, as well as
social media sites that are accessed by employees on
company mobile devices. Employees accessing social
media at work has become part of routine business
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operations for most organizations, and the increasing
reliance on accessing social media sites via mobile
devices and apps, has created multiple security gaps ripe
for exploitation by attackers. Adversaries will use more
sophisticated coercion techniques to target employees,
using knowledge gained from their social media profiles
to extort them or exploit their human vulnerabilities
to deceive them into providing sensitive information.
To build a more robust profile of a target, criminals
may even conduct a series of smaller attacks to gather
personal information before launching one major attack
to gain network credentials. In 2017, we expect to see
adversaries hone in on “high value” targets, which no
longer only means high net worth individuals or board
members, but also those targets who can be used as
entry points for access into systems and other critical
assets, including heads of business units and employees
in finance, operations, and HR departments.
In 2017 attackers will build automation into their
tools to more efficiently exploit credentials, company
data, and sensitive information once credentials are
obtained. For example, once a set of credentials is
discovered, they will be used in an automated fashion
to gather more data - logging into other sites where the
credentials work to collect more data and expand the
dossier on the person to gain additional access. Security
breaches of this nature are more likely to succeed in
environments where there is negligence, carelessness,
and lack of awareness regarding security and social
engineering exploits.

PREDICTION #4

BOTTOM LINE:
While the cloud, IoT, and other emerging technologies will continue to be leading data targets
for hackers in 2017, attackers will increase their focus on the human element of technology
along with other access points, including social media, building in automation to quickly
exploit credentials, company data, and personal information. Increasing employee awareness
and education, enforcing policies and implementing new technologies around employee
behavior analytics to combat evolving and existing exploits will be essential.

“Social engineering tactics will become
more cunning – exploiting the weakest link in
an organization.”
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5.
Regulatory pressures make red teaming the global gold standard with
cybersecurity talent development recognized as a key challenge.
Increased pressure from regulators worldwide will push in-house red teaming capabilities
to accelerate in 2017, and companies that are not in the cyber business will face a
different challenge: recruiting, motivating, and retaining highly technical cyber talent to
keep their red teams at the forefront of cybersecurity. This push will likely first occur in
financial hubs such as Hong Kong, Singapore, the EU, and even the United States.
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PREDICTION #5

In 2016, we predicted a boardroom shuffle in response
to regulatory pressure.
While policies and regulations continue to be discussed
this year, we predict that red teaming will widely become
the regulatory gold standard for the financial services
industry, as it currently is in regions such as the UK.
We also predict this will push adjacent industries that
support financial services, such as telecommunications,
to adopt this standard as best practice.
Additionally, we expect this increased regulatory focus
to drive and facilitate an uptick in companies creating
in-house security capabilities beyond the financial
sector, for example, in the critical infrastructure
and healthcare industries. Companies in sectors that
already conduct adversarial testing in other areas, such
as the energy sector assessing the vulnerability of their
pipelines and other physical infrastructure, will conduct
more cyber-focused red team testing. Outside regulated
industries, first movers in sectors such as retail will tackle
cyber risk with red teaming for the same reason – to
understand their susceptibility to Advanced Persistent
Threat (APT) actors.
Specifically, the threat of large scale APT and nation
state attacks on regulated sectors will spur regulators
to explore mandating policies on intelligence-led
testing frameworks much like the Bank of England’s
CBEST program. Launched in the UK in 2015, the CBEST
vulnerability testing program is designed to identify
areas where organizations in the financial services sector

could be vulnerable to sophisticated cyberattacks20.
The model provides testing scenarios that are based
on realistic situations, derived from current threat
intelligence.
B U I L D I N G R E D T E A M I N G C A PA B I L I T I E S A N D
B E S T P R AC T I C E S W I L L N OT C O M E W I T H O U T
C H A L L E N G E S , H OW E V E R , A S R E S O U R C E
P O O L S A R E S H A L LOW F O R F R O N T L I N E
P R OT EC T I O N .
It is predicted that there will be a shortage of two
million cybersecurity jobs worldwide this coming year.
While leading universities are introducing academic
programs and scholarships to close this talent gap,
classroom training in red teaming will not be enough.
Even from military and intelligence training programs,
the number of individuals trained in the area remains
small, and the strongest red teamers have deep practical
and technical experience in the field.
As demand for these types of specialized security
services increases, buyer organizations will need
to be informed about the skills and expertise that a
genuine provider should be equipped to offer. They
will need to be discerning as some providers attempt to
market standard security assessments as red teaming
products. The most valuable external providers will
be able to offer outsourced red teaming services, and
also share their expertise in setting up and supporting
internal capabilities.

“Regulatory pressures will make red
teaming capabilities an industry gold
standard”
BOTTOM LINE:
In 2017, regulatory pressure on financial institutions to conduct red teaming will spark an
uptick in the number of organizations across sectors establishing programs and bringing
these capabilities in-house. To meet the demand for these skills, there will be a concerted
effort to build new marketplace strategies and education programs to strengthen the talent
pool. Companies will face pressure to retain talent as forward-thinking competitors will be
aggressively seeking out security professionals with this skillset.
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6.
Industry first-movers embrace pre-M&A cybersecurity due diligence.
The financial services industry will be the early-adopters of making cybersecurity due diligence
a critical part of the pre-M&A due diligence process, learning from high profile transactions
that were derailed in 2016 following the exposure of cyber vulnerabilities. While 2017 will see
one to two additional high profile instances that impact the deal process outcome, only the
financial services industry will react accordingly and conduct judicious cyber assessments.
C Y B E R S EC U R I T Y ’ S A B I L I T Y TO I M PAC T T H E M & A P R O C E S S E X E R T E D G R E AT I N F LU E N C E I N 2 0 1 6 ,
W I T H M A J O R T R A N S AC T I O N S D I S R U P T E D BY C Y B E R AT TAC K S U N C OV E R I N G V U L N E R A B I L I T I E S I N
P R O D U C T S O R A N O R G A N IZ AT I O N ’ S D E F E N S E S .

In 2016, pharmaceutical company Abbott
Laboratories’ $5 billion deal to buy global medical
device company St. Jude Medical was blackened
by allegations of cybersecurity vulnerabilities in
its products. In August, a few months after St. Jude
agreed to be purchased by Abbott, short-selling firm
Muddy Waters announced its short position on St. Jude
after receiving a report by cybersecurity firm MedSec
claiming the company’s cardiac devices are vulnerable
to cyberattacks. Muddy Waters widely promoted its
position and other notable short sellers began claiming
that shares of St. Jude Medical could drop sharply if the
takeover by Abbott Laboratories fell apart21.
In 2017 we expect the financial services industry
to adopt cutting-edge due diligence techniques
such as searching the dark web for company data,
seeing if employees are using their work email to
set up online accounts, reviewing external facing
intellectual property (IP) for evidence of persistent
malware attacks, and talking to employees and former
employees about how operations actually work with
regard to information security.
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Acquiring companies will use these insights to
assess the acquisition targets’ cyber abilities and
cybersecurity histories, and use the subsequent
discoveries to adjust purchase price and terms.

PREDICTION #6

“At least one high-profile transaction
will be derailed due to the exposure of
cyber vulnerabilities - or a cyber-attack before industry will wise up to its M&A
cyber due diligence responsibilities.”

BOTTOM LINE:
Financial services will continue to be the early adopter in understanding and mitigating the
impact of connectivity on broader enterprise risk, shifting the emphasis of cybersecurity
due diligence from post- to pre- M&A. Broadly, however, most organizations will not go
into 2017 learning from 2016’s M&A mistakes. It will take additional high profile deals to
be impacted negatively by cybersecurity issues before cyber due diligence in pre-deal
negotiations is taken seriously.
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CONCLUSION
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As government, business, and consumers balance rapid innovation in technology with changing cyber threats, every
year sees an intensification of existing risks, and a number of new emerging ones. 2017 will be no different in that
respect.
What differs this year is the impetus and pending mandate to act. As stated in the foreword, governments worldwide,
including the U.S. Trump administration simply due to their fear of nation state-style attacks, will begin to firm up online
regulation and policies. With this, businesses in 2017 will be burdened by the need to interpret what a fragmented global
regulatory landscape means for its operations.
Nevertheless, industry is not powerless or relegated to sit by and wait for government directives to manage the
risks we outlined in this paper. The below table presents concrete steps leaders can take today, in response to the
substantial threat landscape, to shore up operations and boost defenses.
W E I N V I T E YO U TO U S E T H I S R E P O R T A N D R EC O M M E N DAT I O N S A S A L AU N C H I N G PA D TO
E N G AG E I N D I S C O U R S E , A S S E S S YO U R V U L N E R A B I L I T I E S , A N D M O S T I M P O R TA N T LY - TA K E
AC T I O N TO M I T I G AT E T H E T H R E AT L E V E L A N D C H A R T A C O U R S E F O R WA R D .

RECOMMENDATION

ACTIONS

Optimize your cybersecurity
posture. Continually assess
and prioritize cyber threats
and vulnerabilities, and
improve incident response (IR)
readiness.

++ Have an IR retainer in place to help minimize response times when an
incident does occur.

Evaluate insider risk. Ensure
your formal program is current.

++ Implement training and awareness around the current tactics and
strategies that cyber criminals are using.

++ Shift your mindset from conducting testing of a final version of a
product to testing earlier in the development process. Conduct holistic
testing, particularly when new technologies are introduced into an
organization’s ecosystems. Work with an outside provider on designing
and implementing red teaming programs, and bringing them in house.

++ Conduct spear-phishing campaigns in your organization to help educate
employees around what they should be looking out for.
Conduct M&A pre-deal cyber
due diligence early. Perform
alongside compliance and
financial due diligence.

++ Get your CISOs at the table early in the process. Provide adequate time
to identify and remediate vulnerabilities in the cybersecurity posture
and products of the company being acquired.

Assess, protect and leverage
intellectual property, and
commercially valuable
information.

++ Design and implement a strategy to proactively identify trade secrets,
ensure the most effective protections are in place, and maximize
the company’s ability to respond rapidly and effectively when IP Is
misappropriated or infringed.

Consider self-regulation by
adopting higher security
standards in products and
services prior to going
to market, even if cost is
prohibitive.

++ It’s no longer just the role of government or law enforcement to stop
cyber criminals— since networked technology can be weaponized
and used against individuals and third parties. It’s in a business’s best
interest to be a good corporate citizen.
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ABOUT STROZ FRIEDBERG
Stroz Friedberg, an Aon company, is a specialized risk management firm built to help clients solve the complex
challenges prevalent in today’s digital, connected, and regulated business world. A global leader in the fields of
cybersecurity, with leading experts in digital forensics, incident response, and security science; investigation;
eDiscovery; and due diligence, Stroz Friedberg works to maximize the health of an organization, ensuring its
longevity, protection, and resilience. Founded in 2000 and acquired by Aon in 2016, Stroz Friedberg has thirteen
offices across nine U.S. cities, London, Zurich, Dubai, and Hong Kong, Stroz Friedberg serves Fortune 100
companies, 80% of the AmLaw 100, and the Top 20 UK law firms. Learn more at https://www.strozfriedberg.com/.
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